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e FRANTIC FREDDIE 
Frantic Freddie - the game with a sense of humour• Features 

·Unbelievable music soundtrack·'32K of machine code program 
·New characters and screen • 16 different levels 

formats on every level • 10 full length musical scores 
·Cute bonus characters · 2 different 1n1erm1ss1on cartoons 
·wacky messages • Saves top ten scores with m1t1als 

Freddie is a telephone engineer who has accidentally come across 
a secret magical phone network Pots of gold are s11tmg on the 
wires, and Freddie ls so greedy that he has to get them all 
Unfortunately, the gold 1s guarded by the dreaded Greeblles The 
Greebhes may look cute - but they are ruthlessly efficient at 
d1sposmg of anyone who comes to steal their goldt 

Plug your JOYsl ick into Port 2 Use the slick 10 move Freddie 
sideways and up and down When Freddie meets a lelegraph pole 
he mus! go up or down 1t The Greebl1es can go through 1t, bul 
Freddie can't! When he has grabbed all !he pots of gold, lhe game 
advances to the next level You score 1 O pomts lorevery pot ol gold, 
increasing by 10 pomts each new level H)() points are scored for 
bonus characters, increasing by 100 points each new level 

It may help you to know that the Red Greebly tracks you up and 
down. searching lor the floor level that Freddie 1s on The Blue 
Greebly tracks Freddie sideways, and the Yellow Greebly has a 
random up and down movement 

High scores are entered. start mg with the leftmost 1n1t1al. by moving 
the 1oyst1ck Up or Down untll the nght letter 1sd1splayed Then move 
the stick to the Right to go onto the next m1t1al. or to the Left to go 
back to a previous 1nit1al When the m1t1als are entered correctly 
press the FIRE button to enter the score mto memory 

To load the program. pressSHlilT andRUN/ STOPat thesamellme 
Frantic Freddie incorporates a fast loading routine, so you 
shouldn't have to wait long for 11 to load When 1t has loaded. the 
program will auto-run Press !he FIRE button 10 start the game 

c: 1983 Commercial Data Systems Ltd 

The Programs recorded on this cassette and the packaging are 
copyright No reproduction of these Programs or packaging 1s 

permitted without approval of Aud1ogen1c Lid 

Manufactured and Distributed In the Un ited Kingdom by 
AUDIOGENIC LTD., P.O. BOX 88, READING, BER KS. 
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Fran tic Freddie - the game with a sense ot humour! Features 

*Unbelievable music soundtrack *Wacky messages • 10 full length musical sr.ores 
•Cute bonus characters * 32K of machine code program • 2 different lnterm1ss1on cartoons 
•New characters and screen * 16 different levels •Saves top ten scores with initials 

formats on every level 
Freddie is a telephone engineer who has accidentally come across a secret magical phone network. 

Pots of gold are sitting on the wires, atld Freddie Is so greedy that he has to get them all. 
Unfortunately, the gold is guarded by the dreaded Greeblies. The Greeblies may look 

cute - but they are ruthlessly efficient at disposing of anyone who comes to 
steal their gold! 


